
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  

Liong Mah Design Exhibiting at SHOT Show 2020! 

  

 
 

Renowned knife designer Liong Mah to showcase current and new exciting folding knives and 

tools at the SHOT Show level-Booth 830 

  

Palm Bay, FL, (November 15, 2019) – After exhibiting for the first time at SHOT Show last year 

at the Next Pavillion, Liong Mah will be displaying his new line on Level 1-Booth 830.  He will 

be expanding his lineup for 2020. Using different steels like Crucible S90v, Crucible S30v, 

Bohler Ulderholm M390 and Elmax. Liong feels that his customers want to try different high end 

steels on his knives. 2020 will bring out many new models and exciting materials to the Liong 

Mah Design’s line. Also,  If you’ve ever had the pleasure of speaking to Liong at any event, 

you’ll know he will bring a great deal of energy, knowledge and excitement to SHOT Show 2020 

at the Sands Expo Center in Las Vegas, January 21nd to 24th. 

 

Several new Liong Mah Design folding knives and tools will be introduced at the show, 

including some new collaborations. Using USA made steel-sourced from Texas, Liong’s knives 

and tools are made by skilled craftsmen who share the same passion as Liong's - to produce 

heirloom quality products. 

 

“It’s my honor to be able to support this show and exhibit as an exhibitor for a second year. I 

can’t wait to see old faces as well as make new friendships and partnerships. It will be especially 

gratifying to introduce some great new products.  I’ve been working hard on for 2020 and have 

some great conversations” says Liong. 

 

Be sure to come up to the level 1-Booth 830 where there are so many manufacturers and 

suppliers exhibiting at SHOT Show.  

 

The Liong Mah Design Booth 830 

  

About Liong Mah: 

Liong Mah’s background is as a pastry chef based in New York where he used knives as his daily 

tools of his trade so he became very accustomed to getting the best out of his knives. After having 

learned CAD, for sixteen years now he has been bringing his ideas to life and been lucky to work 

with many of the top knife designers and makers in the industry. At a young age when other kids 

were doodling cartoons in their notebooks, Liong drew knife designs as he has always was aware 

of his passion for knives as early as he can remember. With useful sensibility incorporated into 

his designs along with traditional styles using modern materials, Liong’s gears are always 

turning forward to the next best thing. Never stopping at good enough, Liong always asks himself 

why that was done that way and especially if something could be done a better way. Each knife 

and tool is a result of an obsession with fine engineering, craftsmanship and a commitment to 

perfection. Liong Mah Design is committed to a performance and a reputation reflecting the very 

best that one can achieve. For more on Liong Mah Design go to: https://www.liongmah.com/ 

https://www.liongmah.com/


  

  

CONTACT: 

Liong Mah 

Liong Mah Design 

+1-917-349-2188 

info@liongmah.com 

mailto:info@liongmah.com

